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Introduction
1.1

The reason for the FREVUE assessment framework
The FREVUE project brings together cities and companies that are introducing
electric freight vehicles for their city logistics. The aim is to reduce or even eliminate
CO2 emissions and other harmful pollutants in city centres.
Monitoring and evaluation is a key part of the FREVUE project, since it is important
to understand the nature and extent of the impacts made by the introduction of the
electric freight vehicles (EFV) in the cities. In addition, it can provide insights into for
which types of application or in which circumstances these vehicles can be used
most effectively. As electric freight vehicles are innovative and not yet deployed at
large scale, results of the FREVUE project can help to identify what works well and
what needs to be improved. The evaluation will make this visible. Based on the
outcomes of the evaluation, the FREVUE partners will produce a detailed White
Paper on the feasibility of electric freight vehicle rollout in logistics across Europe.
To perform the monitoring and evaluation in a structured and efficient way, a central
assessment framework has been developed. This framework ensures that data
from each of the demonstrators is analysed on a common and pan-European basis.

The assessment framework is built around five main assessment areas:
• Technical performance of the electric vehicles and the charging
infrastructure in the city logistics applications.
• Economics of the demonstrators.
• Systemic and environmental impacts, including electricity network and
traffic aspects, CO2 emissions, energy use, air quality, noise and safety.
• Social and attitudinal impacts, including drivers/users and the general
public.
• Policies, procurement mechanisms and governance.
First, for each of the assessment areas we identify a set of questions that FREVUE
aims to answer. These questions can be seen as leading guidelines for the
development of the whole Central Assessment Framework (CAF) and are largely
based on the DOW requirements, project proposal document and the overall
objectives of the FREVUE project. Examples of sub-questions are also made in
order to show that the variety of assessment aspects can be described depending
on the demonstrator nature. Existence of the leading questions is important in order
to make sure that there is a common approach to evaluation of the impacts from
EFVs implementation in different demonstrators and that the results of the FREVUE
project are achieved.
Second, we define assessment methods that will help us to answer the questions
identified in the first step. We give a definition of each method and explain how they
will help us to answer research questions and achieve the project objectives. These
methods are: monitoring, business case analysis, experience surveys, process
evaluation and modelling of impacts. Each assessment method helps to answer
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questions from different assessment areas and includes specific data collection
requirements.
In the third step, for each assessment method a concrete set of indicators to be
collected from the demonstrators is proposed. Initial level of detail on source of
data, frequency and unit is provided. More detailed information, e.g. on feasibility of
data collection, frequency of measurements, accuracy of data provided,
responsibilities for data collection per partner and other parameters are further
defined in the upcoming Deliverable 1.2 (WP1) ‘Site specific protocols’.
Finally, describing the whole process of data collection we are bringing together the
whole CAF. In this final step we propose an umbrella framework that links
assessment areas, research methods and some data requirements (frequency and
responsibility).

1.2

Reading guide
The document is structured as follows: In chapter 2 we position this deliverable and
whole CAF within FREVUE project, explaining its interrelation with other WP’s and
project areas.
Chapter 3 describes described what we want to learn from the FREVUE project in
the form of a number of research questions for the different assessment areas.
In chapter 4 assessment methods that can help us to obtain the information we
need are presented and explained. These are the main building blocks of CAF.
Chapter 5 provides detailed overview of data to be collected by each assessment
method. These data sets are necessary to answer research questions. This chapter
with data requirements forms the basis for the partner specific data protocols that
are developed in task 1.2.
Chapter 6 explains the whole process of data collection and provide some first
indication on the specific data requirements to each demonstration partner,
including how, when and where to perform which part of the FREVUE assessment.
Finally chapter 7 highlights the next steps within FREVUE’s WP1.
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Positioning of the CAF within the project
Together with the upcoming deliverable 1.2 this deliverable (1.1) represents a
foundation for the FREVUE project results evaluation to be performed in the WP3.
Analysis and conclusions of WP 3 represent the core of the project and largely
depend on the quality and quantity of data collected in the project (WP2). Therefore
there is a high pressure on the quality of the CAF produced within deliverables 1.1
and 1.2 as these documents define which kind of data, when and why we need to
collect. Next to be as complete as possible in the data collection, it should also be
feasible for the demonstrating partners to do so. The Central Assessment
Framework is therefore in collaboration with demonstrating partners developed. In
task 1.2 we specify per partner what can be collected and in which way.
The CAF proposed in this document is the first building block of the data collection
process. It defines an umbrella framework for the project. The main objective of it is
to establish a common approach to the data collection process assuring the
common understanding of what is to be collected and why and also, further, the
comparability of the assessment results.
The positioning of the umbrella CAF (deliverable 1.1) within a project is illustrated in
the Figure 1. .

Figure 1 Positioning of the deliverable 1.1 within FREVUE project...

Figure 1 depicts that based on the literature review, project objectives, project
proposal and DOW documents and project partners experience an umbrella
framework was designed. Its main objective is to establish a common
understanding of the data collection process and purpose, define common to all the
project partners data collection requirements.
Further, within Task 1.2 of the WP 1 a site visit to demonstrators will take place.
During these visits research partners will discuss in detail what is feasible for each
specific demonstrator to collect within the common data set, with which frequency
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and using what kind of technological/man power support. The purpose of these
visits is also to identify a person responsible for the data collection within each
demonstrator. Results of the visit will be reported in the separate deliverable
(D.1.2). Tasks 1.1 (resulting in this deliverable) and 1.2 together form important
input for task 1.4 (The FREVUE ICT Hub).
Therefore, deliverable 1.1 will be used for the site-specific visits and based on the
requirements of CAF identified in it, deliverable 1.2 will further specify:
• The list of data that is feasible to be collected within each individual
demonstrator (from the list of common indicators provided within CAF,
deliverable 1.1);
• The data collection processes for each specific demonstrator (equipment,
responsibilities and implementation aspects, etc.);
• The frequency of measurements for each data requirements sets and the
duration of representative period in each case. Where possible, concrete
data measurement dates will be established, as well as key contact
persons per partner for collecting the data;
• The capacity of the partners to set up and realise surveys and data which
can be compared/ added;
Deliverables 1.1 and 1.2 will together represent FREVUE specific assessment
framework.
Site-specific protocols developed within 1.2 will further serve as a guidance for
individual data collection processes per partner (so the protocols will not only be
site specific, but even partner specific) within each project demonstration partner
(WP2). Data received from the WP2 collection process together with CAF will
further feed analysis and evaluation work to be performed in WP3. In task 1.2
research partners will, in collaboration with the demonstrating partners, determine
the feasibility of data collection both technical and at site level; this can only be
done properly in detail after vehicles are acquired. The accuracy of the data really
collected, for instance the survey of customer/ receiver (i.e. shop/retail manager) is
also determined in collaboration with the demonstrating partner, and also depends
on how much different customers are delivered using the EFV (many in mail and
parcel delivery roundtrips, whereas only few are visited by Heineken).
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Questions to be answered
Assessment is not an objective in itself. The assessment method and the
assessment framework developed in this deliverable serve a purpose: enabling
project partners to answer specific questions concerning implementation of EFVs in
city logistics operations. This chapter defines questions to be answered by
FREVUE research partners.
These guiding research questions were identified in order to give the common
understanding for all the project and external partners about what we want to know
from the FREVUE project, what we want to assess with the help of the CAF and
why.
These questions were derived from the following sources: FREVUE project
objectives, FREVUE DOW (WP1 and WP3 needs assessment), FREVUE project
description, demonstrators project needs. By answering these ‘big’ questions,
FREVUE creates a valuable European evidence base on the role of EFVs in urban
logistics.
The questions are classified in the thematic sections that will be further used in
WP3 for evaluation:
1. Technical assessment of EVs for logistics
2. Economics of EVs for city logistics
3. Systemic transport and environmental impact of EVs
4. Attitudinal and social impacts of EVs and changes in behaviour
5. Policy, procurement mechanisms and governance review
3.1

Technical assessment of EVs for logistics
The main question in the technical assessment of EVs is: What are the key
technical performance characteristics of EFVs in urban logistics?
The following sub questions help us to answer this main question for the technical
assessment:
• How is the daily performance of EFVs depending on vehicle type and
operating conditions?
• What are the key performance characteristics of different types of
batteries that are in use?
• What are the most common charging and grid issues, and how are they
being solved?
• What operational and maintenance issues are reported by drivers and
technicians?
Data necessary to answer these questions is mainly to be collected by daily
monitoring of the FEVs technical and operational activity characteristics.

3.2

Economics of EVs for city logistics
Main question in respect of the economics of EFVs is: What are the conditions to
get a feasible/successful EFVs business case?
In order to answer this question a set of sub questions is developed:
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How does the total cost of ownership (TCO) of EFV (in different logistics
settings) differ from that of conventional trucks?
What determines the residual value of EFVs?
What changes are made necessary or enables in the wider aspect of the
logistics chain due to EFV usage in comparison to conventional vehicles;
and who is affected by these changes?
What is the financial and social costs and benefits from the perspective of
operators and network managers?
What operational adjustments have to be made to the operations in order to
use EFVs instead of conventional vehicles?

Information obtained from the answers on these sub-questions will also contribute
into the knowledge on:
• What kind of logistics operation is suitable for EVs?
• How do EVs fit in logistics systems (constraints, costs and costs owners,
regulation / policy, network priority)?
In order to answer these questions the differences in the TCO structure of
conventional and electric freight vehicles needs to be studied, as well as the
elements that influence on these costs and their differences. For this the TCO
analysis will be included in the business case analysis. Within the business case
analysis, two business models will be compared: business “as usual” and the
FREVUE business model using EFVs.
3.3

Systemic transport and environmental impact of EVs
The main question in this evaluation section is: what are the direct impacts of EFVs
to the transport system and environment for each of the demonstrators? The EFVs
will be compared to the conventional vehicles replaced in the FREVUE project.
Impacts arise from two sources:
• Introducing of EFVs
• Using new logistics and ICT measures, e.g. Urban Consolidation Center
(UCC).
Impacts include (limit to the area of transport and environment):
• Network congestion
• Air quality
• CO2 emissions (including well-to-tank emissions)
• Safety of road users
• Noise
• System performance if giving EFV priority (if applicable)
Once the main questions are answered, the following two questions can be also
addressed:
• Given the complex interaction between each dimension (e.g., changes in
congestion will affect vehicle energy use and emissions), how to generalize
the results and assess the systemic and environmental impacts at different
EFV penetration levels and different logistic settings? For example, what
would the traffic and environmental impacts be if there was 50% uptake of
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EFVs? This cannot be answered unless the interactions among vehicles,
delivery efficiency, emission, traffic conditions are properly modelled.
Whether it is possible to, and if so how, to quantify these systemic impacts
in monetary terms?

For the additional two questions, due to the small scale of the FREVUE
deployments, it is likely that these systemic network impacts will not be directly
observable in the demonstrations. Rather, the demonstrations will provide data that
will enable research partners to fix certain key parameters in analytical and
simulation models that will enable these impacts to be estimated at different scales
of market penetration. The nature of this modelling will depend on the availability of
existing modelling tools in each demonstration site.
3.4

Attitudinal and social impacts of EVs and changes in behaviour
The main research question is: What are the attitudinal and perceptual impacts of
the use of EVs in city logistics on different stakeholders?
Considered impacts may include:
• Operators: acceptances of the new EVs and UCC processes and systems
• Drivers: change in behavior, route change and driving styles (energy
efficiency)
• Customers: change in level of service, acceptance of the new system
• Change opinion of the general public
• Opinion of network managers (traffic and electricity)
Attitudinal and social impacts will be investigated via “before” and “after” surveys
and based on the data from logistics operators on the changes in the patterns of
logistics activity.

3.5

Policy, procurement mechanisms and governance
The main research question to be answered in this part is: what contextual
conditions are favourable / unfavourable for EFV usage / uptake?
Initial set of sub-questions include:
• What are the most successful/unsuccessful EFV governance models and
why?
• What are the most successful / unsuccessful policies for EFV
support/implementation?
• What are possible ownership / leasing models and what are the
consequences of these models?
• What are the most favorable/unfavorable EFVs procurement mechanisms
and why?
• What are operators' future purchase/acquisition intentions and willingness
to pay?
This section of the assessment framework will be partly evaluated through the
business case analysis (combined with the economic performance evaluation) and
through the process evaluation.
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Assessment methods
A combination of assessment methods is necessary in order to answer questions
defined in chapter 3. Assessment methods applied depend on the specific
requirements of each task and even subtask and will also vary according to the
context and requirements of specific demonstrators. Five methods are mentioned
that are used to assess the demonstrations in FREVUE and to answer the
questions stated:
• Monitoring
• Business case analysis
• Experience surveys
• Process evaluation
• Modelling (large scale) impacts
Each assessment method and data requirements are discussed in detail in this
chapter. Strong links between the thematic parts of the assessment framework
(Chapter 3) and assessment methods implemented is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Links between objectives and methods of data collection.

Figure 2 illustrates that tight links exist between research questions and proposed
assessment methods. Each of the assessment method will permit to answer
research questions from different assessment areas. For example, with the help of
monitoring of technical and operational parameters we will be able to answer some
technical, economic and systemic and environmental impacts questions.
Sometimes different data sets will be necessary to answer specific questions, but
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sometimes the same received data sets, will allow answering questions from
different assessment areas. Therefore, this way we assure that there will not be
overlap in the information request for the demonstrators and that all the information
received from demonstrated will be treated using the same framework.
4.1

Monitoring
Monitoring of technical and operational parameters has to include data necessary
for the assessment of (as described in DOW):
•
•

Vehicle daily performance (distances travelled, overall efficiency etc.)
Battery performance in real traffic conditions. This will include the possible
influence of variations in weather conditions and on-board appliances such
as heating and cooling during the year.
• Efficacy and impact of the different charging systems deployed on the
project (charge time, disruption to standard logistics activities, energy
efficiency etc.)
• Adequacy of charge point density and layout, including the possible
disadvantages of having to crash charge during the day compared to
overnight charging
• Impact of EV charging systems on the local grid, together with projections
of the impact of any disruption if larger depots were to shift to EVs
• Maintenance intervals for the vehicles and overall vehicle availability
(defined as hours available for service divided by hours required for service,
excluding scheduled maintenance events)
• Performance of advanced route optimization algorithms for EVs to
maximize their use during a working day
• Delivery efficiency and success rate
For this, four data categories are to be collected and monitored:
• Data from the internal vehicle communication bus
• Data about charging routines
• Data from transport management system / on board telematics
• Data on weather and road conditions
Data from the internal vehicle communication bus
To be able to assess the performance characteristics of different vehicle classes
under various operating conditions (temperature, humidity, driving conditions,
logistics requirements, etc.) it is necessary to have an access to data from the
vehicle’s management system. This can be achieved through a special data logger
unit plugged in to the CAN (Controller Area Network) bus to a centralized data
storage centre.
In FREVUE various OEMs are involved, and they might have different attitudes and
policies to the sharing of data from their vehicles, and certainly different technical
solutions to data collection from the vehicle. Our requirement is that the data
provided should be comparable across vehicle types and demonstrator sites, and
have sufficient accuracy for the evaluation purposes.
A minor point is that the data acquisition system should not influence the vehicle,
and therefore would require power from an extra battery. This should not be a
problem since EVs usually have a separate 12v battery for auxiliary power
consumers like radio, fan etc. in the car.
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The list of parameters to be monitored is presented in Chapter 5. It covers the basic
parameters required to assess vehicle performance, and to some extent battery
performance. The list contains some parameters that may be considered as
redundant. For instance, if GPS data are collected and combined with an
appropriate map matching technique, the need for data from an inclinometer is less.
The listed parameters could be considered as close to a maximum for what we
need to collect from a vehicle. Subsets of this list would apply to the vehicles in
each of the demonstrator areas.
Data about charging routines
Data concerning charging comes from the vehicle and the charging infrastructure.
There are a number of key players involved in the charging infrastructure. First of
all, if we are going to evaluate the environmental impacts of EFVs using a holistic
approach, it is necessary to understand the environmental impacts from building
more charging stations (especially at the depots where only EFVs can use them).
The costs of building more stations are also important for the cost benefit analysis.
Therefore the manufactures are involved. Then the service providers who are
responsible for the operation and maintenance of charging infrastructures are
certainly one of the key players. They should have all the charging related data
which is important to analyse the performance of EFVs and behavioural change.
The electricity provider and grid operator are the other two key partners as well
because it is important to understand the impact on the local electrical grid network
from EFV charging activities, especially the use of fast charging posts, and whether
there is any controlled charging (or smart charging) algorithms in place to minimise
grid impacts.
It is also very important to collect the unique EV ID data for each charging event. By
doing this we will be able to link each charging event with a freight EV and this will
enable us to do more meaningful analysis.
Data on transport operation from transport management system / on board
telematics and data on weather and road conditions
Some data per day/trip is necessary in order to calculate additional parameters:
• Number of kilometres
• Number of trips
• Time per trip (driving / waiting / loading at DC/store / idle, etc.)
• Number of stops
• (Average) speed
• (Average) load
• Maintenance time
• Weather and road conditions
The monitoring process will be organised as follows: Operational partners from the
demonstrator will collect data according to the data collection requirements
(Chapter 4), perform a sense-checking and on a monthly basis upload it to a main
database. A summary of monthly data collected and technical results of the trials
will be made available to all project partners. The database will be maintained on a
central system by SINTEF.
Most of the data received from monitoring will be used to derive other indicators to
more directly answer the research questions. The trip will be the most common
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observational unit. If we imagine a base-to-base round journey consisting of several
trips, a trip would be the movement of the vehicle between each stop for unloading
or loading. Such a stop could be identified by the car ignition being off. But this
would not always be the case. Another way would be to use the travelled distance
parameter; if this doesn't increase during say 4 minutes, this would be a stop for
unloading/loading and not a stop caused by traffic congestion.
Below are some examples on how data can be combined to answer relevant
research questions.
Research question
How is power consumption related to
environmental conditions?

How is accumulated power consumption
related to remaining battery power?

How is power consumption related to
driving conditions?

Driving style behaviour

4.2

How to analyse?
Compare measured power consumption
to varying environmental conditions like
temperature, humidity, icy conditions,
snow
Record data from vehicle, calculate total
power consumption and compare with
remaining power on battery. How correct
is the displayed range?
Compare measured power consumption
to varying driving conditions like
high/low throttle, payload, different
drivers, speed, uphill/downhill
Compute km per KWH or KWH per 100
km

Business model analysis
Business case analysis is a central assessment method for the evaluation of
economics, governance models and procurement of the EFVs as well as to provide
input into the social impact assessment. A business model analysis is used for two
reasons:
• The elements in a business model result in the costs and benefits of a concept;
• The analysis can be used to evaluate where changes should be made in the cost
or benefit structure in order to make a business case more likely to become
viable (in the near future).
The business case analysis is built on the comparison of two business models: a
business model using conventional vehicles and the business model as it is used in
FREVUE (with implementation of EFVs in urban logistics operations). For the
description of these business models, we use the structure of the business model
canvas, as designed by Osterwalder (and adapted in TURBLOG), see Figure 3.
The business model analysis enables us to analyse changes due to the introduction
of an EFV in the operations.
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Figure 3 Business model canvas (Turblog, 2011 adapted from Osterwalder)

The ‘static’ analysis (i.e. comparing the two business models) shows us the
business case; i.e. the difference in both costs and revenues between the situations
where conventional vehicles were used versus the situation in which EFVs are used
for the logistics operations. Based on this business case, it is possible to analyse
how the viability of EFV usage (or the larger uptake of EFVs in practice) could be
encouraged. The idea is that by using sensitivity analysis, we evaluate the changes
in the business case due to, for example, making new partnerships, supporting
policy measures, etc. This is called a value case analysis. As a central element in
this business case analysis, we use the TCO (total cost of ownership). We expect
the most of the changes occur in the left-hand side of the business model canvas
(the cost-side), whereas we expect minor changes in the right-hand side of the
canvas (since for customers there is not a big difference; whether goods are
delivered by conventional or electric freight vehicles).
We use the value case analysis to see where and how changes could improve the
business case and how we can generalize the results to other situations.
Supporting policy measures (as free parking, no charge for EVs, use of bus lanes,
extended time windows, etc.), or including other partners (e.g. power network
operator) could change the operations (see ‘key activities’ in Figure 3). Together
with the different partners and by combining insights from several business model
analyses from different FREVUE demonstrator, we discuss how to increase uptake
of EFVs in urban logistics.
Business analysis will be organised as follows: for each relevant section of the
business model canvas a set of parameters/questions is developed (see chapter 4).
These parameters will be collected from the demonstrator through: monitoring and
interview process. Both will take place twice, in the beginning of the project (for the
ICE situation) and during the EFV implementation phase (for EFV situation). Next to
monitoring the vehicle and charging infrastructure demonstrators should collect data
on vehicle operations and report for (at least) one representative period, a set of
operational parameters for each category of the EFV/electric battery type they use.
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Next, interview take place before, during and after monitoring period have started,
research partners will conduct interview with the demonstrator in order to discuss
contextual and logistics settings up of the operation.
The outline of data to be collected by FREVUE demonstrators for the business case
analysis is as follows:
• Costs
• Operations and logistics concept
• Context
Data on costs
A closer look at FREVUE economics research questions (chapter 2) shows that the
differences in the TCO of conventional and electric freight vehicles and the
elements that do influence these costs (differences) are to be discovered. These
elements can be related to:
• Fixed costs (i.e. production costs, retail price, interest, assurance, life time /
depreciation for both the vehicles and batteries, training costs);
• Running costs (i.e. fuel, distance travelled, operational changes, load
factors, speeds, wages, maintenance and repair, tires, tolls, restricting or
encouraging policy measures, other contextual elements);
• Infrastructure costs (i.e. investments necessary to charge large fleets in
company);
• Other FREVUE or demonstration related costs (i.e. searching costs for right
vehicle, etc.).
The residual value for example can be determined based on elements from running
costs, and on how contextual as well as operational elements influence the vehicle.
Another thing to take into consideration is the different life span of the EFVs and
ICE vehicles. Current ICE vehicle turnover is based on expected residual life, e.g.
before maintenance costs increase substantially. Theoretically this does not apply
to the same degree for EVs due to the lack of moving parts etc.
Next, this requires the collection of data on direct or fixed costs (CAPEX), also the
collection of data that explain or determine certain costs (OPEX). The business
case shows the comparison between the current situation (using conventional
vehicles) and the FREVUE demonstration. A positive business case means that the
situation using EFVs has a lower TCO than the situation with ICE vehicles.
Data on operations and logistics concepts
• Activities
o Vehicle operations
o Handling operations (at depot and / or at destination)
o Charging activity
• Logistics concept
o Replacement conventional trucks / EFVs
o Other changes (i.e. use of consolidation center, splitting of
roundtrips, etc.)
Data on context
• City
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o Geography (temperature, landscape)
o Urban characteristics (size, density, homogeneity, road network)
o Level of congestion
Economy
o General economic situation (growth/not)
o Freight transport volumes
Policy
o Regulation
o Enforcement
Ownership
o Ownership/leasing model for vehicles
o Duration of ownership
Logistics settings
o Type of products
o Transport motivation (service, home delivery, etc.)
o Special conditions (temperature, fragile, etc.)
o Service requirements

If necessary, research partners will have additional interviews with other relevant
stakeholders to further collect relevant information on the business models and
costs / revenues, as well as for likelihood of solutions in the value case, e.g. OEMs,
energy suppliers, local authorities.
The outcomes of the business model analysis should answer to a number of
elements that are described in FREVUE’s description of work (from DOW):
• Evaluate the total cost of ownership of EVs across the different logistics
settings, and the sensitivities surrounding these, including analysing the
3
cost per km per tonne delivered and per m delivered to assess efficiency

4.3

•

Assess ownership models of EVs in logistics and provide
recommendations for innovative new business and leasing models to
reduce upfront costs of EVs

•

Assess the impact of the range of policies in each of the 8 cities on the
ownership case for EVs and conclude on the most effective policies to
promote the use of EV in logistics applications

•

Identify and analyse key non-economic barriers to further uptake of the
technology in the different demonstrator settings, proposing opportunities to
remove or reduce the barriers where appropriate

•

Financial and social cost benefit appraisal for operators and network
managers

•

Operators future purchase/acquisition intentions and willingness to pay

•

Requirements for future business case development

Surveys
With surveys data will be collected in order to evaluate the wider attitudinal and
social impact of demonstrators including acceptance of new delivery system from
the perspective of the customer, and from the delivery drivers.
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These impacts will be assessed along a number of dimensions including:
• Response and acceptance of operators to new EV and ITS processes,
systems and interfaces and requirements for system enhancements
•

Drivers charging behaviour

•

Changes in driver’s network routing and driving styles

•

Changes in driver’s loading/unloading behaviour

•

Impacts on receiver and customer perceived level of service

•

Analysis of incidences and distribution of positive and negative attitudinal
impacts and effects on different groups (e.g., operators, customers, network
managers, general public etc.)

•

Practical issues with vehicle operation and maintenance reported by drivers
and technicians

Surveys will be conducted “before” and “after” the introduction of the EFVs into the
FREVUE demonstrators operations. The survey format will mostly be selfcompletion survey forms, although the telephone interviews and face-to-face
interviews will be carried out if necessary. Ideally we would prefer the survey form
to be completed individually to make sure it captures the personal
experiences/views from the respondents. So if the cities want to do it in a different
way (e.g. focus groups), they must make it very clear on the survey form that it is
done differently.
For the ease of data collection, the preferable way to carry out survey is to use online survey forms. Translation will be provided if the respondents are not English
speakers.
As a first step of producing a targeted survey, a number of key stakeholders are
identified as below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drivers (truck)
Fleet/Depot managers
Logistic operators
Traffic network managers
Electrical grid managers
Customers
General public that are affected by the implementation of EFVs

List of questions to be addressed by a survey is available in Chapter 4.
4.4

Process evaluation
The process evaluation is performed in order to analyze the implementation of the
FREVUE demonstrators and to define the problems and success areas. Information
from the process evaluation will also provide input into the evaluation of the
governance, procurement and policy part of the evaluation framework. The main
goal of the process evaluation is to develop new findings about factors of success
of the demonstrator and to define strategies to overcome possible barriers
hampering implementation of the demonstration.
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FREVUE demonstrator projects are composed of two levels:
(1) the first level is the demonstrator on the city level, as indicated in the project
proposal (London, Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Stockholm, Oslo, Madrid, Milan
demonstrators). From this point of view the demonstrator might include several
companies on the city level.
(2) the second level is the demonstrator on the level of each demonstrator partner
(e.g. UPS, City of Westminster, ARUP, Transport for London, UK power networks of
London demonstrator). Each individual partner within a city demonstrator project
has their own final objectives and targets to be achieved and might follow different
processes within the demonstrator.
When differs, the process evaluation is to be done both on the city demonstrator
and individual demonstrator partners level. In the first case, the lead demonstration
partner is responsible for the process evaluation. In the second case, each
demonstrator partner assigns a person responsible for the process evaluation.
The following demonstrator implementation stages (at project partner level) can be
identified:
• Planning and preparation of individual demonstration projects: during this
stage all the preparatory work to actually start demonstration are taking
place (demonstration planning process is developed in detail, choice of
vehicles and vehicle manufacturer is done, operational processes to be
implemented are discussed with relevant stakeholders, ICT solutions are
defined, etc.). At the end of this phase all planning details are fixed,
including all decisions and permissions that are a pre-conditioning for
procuring the vehicle or implementing the demonstrator.
• Implementation phase consists, where relevant, of purchase of the vehicles
and additional infrastructure, installation of the charging infrastructure,
construction of the logistics infrastructure, approval of regulation measures,
etc.
• Operation phase, where EFVs are running in a city, or ITS solutions or
regulatory measures have been implemented.

The template is divided into two parts, listed below:
•

•

Part A. General administrative information: city, demonstrator partner,
reporting period, partner contact information. This information has to be
completed in the first reporting period and amended, when necessary in the
next reporting periods.
Part B, based on: identification of the project phase, evaluation of project
execution timelines, barriers and drivers encountered during reporting
period and lessons learnt.

Process evaluation is closely linked to these specific phases of the demonstrator
process. Information to be collected is further detailed in Chapter 5.
Frequency of information collection: each 6 months (corresponding to the technical
reporting that partners are doing).
Data collection: process diary - an evaluation form to be filled in (see Chapter 5)
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Each demonstrator partner: filling in of the (on-line) questionnaire.
The results of the process evaluation will be summarized in the feedback document
to the demonstrators. This feedback document contains two parts: general part
including the overview of the project process and highlights on barriers and success
factors from the on-going demonstrators; personalized demonstrator part including
feedback on data collection process in each concrete demonstrator.
4.5

Modelling systemic impacts
Based on the questions presented in Chapter 2 for modelling systemic impacts, we
propose a three-level assessment method for systemic impact analysis, depending
on data availability from each demonstrator:
• Descriptive statistics (direct impacts analysis) – will be done for all
demonstrators;
• Scenarios/Sensitivity tests (systemic impacts at different market penetration
levels) - by traffic simulation modelling if a traffic model is available;
• Where suitable data available, monetise the systemic impacts.
Descriptive statistics will be used to analyse the direct systemic impacts of replacing
traditional ICE trucks with EFVs on transport network, grid network and
environment. Depending on data availability, a direct before-after comparison will
be produced to show the systemic benefits EFVs can bring to the demonstrators.
Due to the reason discussed in Chapter 2.3, to overcome the small scale
deployment, a local or regional traffic simulation model would be useful in order to
estimate wider systemic and environmental impacts, such as network congestion,
air quality, CO2 emission, safety, noise, and EV priority, and to test the impacts at
different EFV penetration levels.
Impacts can be modelled using traffic models:
•
•
•
•

Impacts on traffic congestion as a results of EV based consolidation centres
at different EV penetration level
Impacts on air quality and local CO2 emission because of EV/UCC at
different EV penetration level
Noise reduction (vehicles only) – if a noise module is available with the
traffic model
Test possibilities/performances of EV priority in the street network.

If there is no detailed traffic simulation model available, it may be possible to
develop more abstract and simplified model. For example, an area wide speed-flow
analysis can be carried out to assess the impact of freight vehicle reductions due to
the implementation of EFV/UCC.
It is worth to reiterate that the traffic modelling analysis will not be done for all
demonstrators. It depends on the availability and suitability of existing traffic models
and the WP1 partners are not going to develop any traffic simulation models on the
project. We may only choose one or two selected cities, depending on the type of
EFV demonstration, to show the potential systemic and environmental benefits if a
higher percentage of EFVs are adopted.
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To monetise the system impacts, standard transport appraisal methodologies will
be applied, for example, the value of time savings, value of life etc. although a
suitable data set needs to be available for the demonstrators. Combined with the
results of the analysis of the direct economic impacts of EVs on operators and
logistics agents, this will enable a fuller understanding to be developed of the
overall impacts of current and future technological and regulatory innovation.
For specific data requirements of systemic impact analysis, these can be found
Chapter 5.5.
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Data requirements
This chapter provides concrete data requirements for each assessment method
with indications on how to collect, it (from which source), who is responsible, the
frequency and the expected accuracy.
The data requirements presented in this chapter in all sections are going to be
discussed with the FREVUE partners individually within the first weeks of 2014.
Based on these discussions the further specification of which data can be collected
and in which way the partners should do so are formalized (in FREVUE task 1.2).
This implies that for the requirements that are difficult or not feasible for a certain
partner, we will look in collaboration (FREVUE research partners and the specific
demonstration partner) to ways to solve these issues. This could for example be by
estimating data based on what is available at the partner, or in advice how specific
data could be collected by investing in (relatively) easy monitoring tools, or in
another way.
So the Central Assessment Framework presented in this deliverable will be
customized to the partners’ ability to actually collect the data in order to 1) improve
data quality, 2) minimize data collection costs and efforts at the demonstration
partners, and 3) use the available data, systems and information as good as
possible.
5.1

Monitoring
In the following tables the source of the data is indicated, as well as when it should
be collected and the measurement units and sampling rate. Additionally, for each
set of data a vehicle and driver ID should be recorded. It should be remembered
that these are basic parameters which will be combined in various ways to answer
research questions as described in section 4.1.
5.1.1 Vehicle data
1
Vehicle gateway is used as a generic term for various technical solutions to
retrieve data from the vehicle, e.g. a data logger unit plugged in to the CAN bus or
electronic transmission of data from the vehicle at regular intervals to a centralized
data storage centre. Additionally, the on board telematics system of the vehicle or
the transport management system of the operator (see section 5.1.2) are alternative
sources of information about vehicle parameters in the table. If continuous GPS
data about vehicle position are collected and combined with map matching
techniques, parameters like speed, distance and road topography can be
computed.
These parameters (1-10) should be collected for all vehicles and at all sites:
Parameter

Source

When

1. Timestamp

Vehicle

Always

Units/sampling
rate
Unit: Timestamp

1
For vehicles without this capability (e.g. retrofitted vehicles) we will work out in collaboration with
each operator how best to utilize telematics and other data sources.
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gateway/GPS

2. Car ignition

Vehicle gateway

Always

3. Speed

Vehicle
gateway/GPS

During driving

4. Instant power
consumption

Vehicle gateway

5. Travelled distance

Vehicle
gateway/GPS

6. Range (calculated
remaining distance)

Vehicle gateway

Always,
accumulated
values
Always,
accumulated
values
During driving

7. Battery – state of
charge

Vehicle gateway

Always

8. Vehicle position

GPS

During driving

9. Weather conditions /
driving conditions

City input

During driving

10. Vehicle service

User input

Before driving

UTC
Ideal
sampling
rate: 1 Hz
Unit: on/off
Ideal
sampling
rate: 1 Hz
Unit: Km/h
Ideal
sampling
rate: 1 Hz
Unit: W
Ideal
sampling
rate: 1 Hz
Unit: km
Ideal
sampling
rate: 1 Hz
Unit: km
Ideal
sampling
rate: 1 Hz
Unit: Ah
Ideal
sampling
2
rate: 0.1 Hz
Unit:
GPS
coordinates
Ideal
sampling
rate: 1 Hz
Local
weather
reports. Collected
every 3 months
Ideal
sampling
rate: Once per
day. Log book for
service changes
to the vehicle,
e.g.
battery
change,
new
tyres or other
changes affecting
vehicle
performance

These parameters (11-20) are nice to know and not essential for the project results.
Therefore these data will only be collected for the vehicles where this is possible
and for which no additional costs are required to do so.
Parameter

Source

When

11. Temperature –
outside

Vehicle gateway,
temperature
sensor,
or

Always

weather report

2

Units/sampling
rate
Unit:
Degrees
Centigrade
Ideal
sampling
3
rate: 0.1 Hz

This parameter should, in combination with other parameters in the table, also be able to monitor

the basic charging activity for each vehicle.
If not available from vehicle, reports from a local weather service is a second best alternative.

3
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Fleet
management
system

During driving

13. Instant power
consumption: Motor
active (driving)
14. Instant power
consumption: Climate
control
15. Instant power
consumption: Other

Vehicle gateway

16. Windscreen wiper (is
it raining/snowing or
not?)
17. Road topography

Vehicle gateway

Always,
accumulated
values
Always,
accumulated
values
Always,
accumulated
values
During driving

Inclinometer/GPS

During driving

18. Temperature – battery

Vehicle gateway

Always

19. Throttle position

Vehicle gateway

During driving

20. Temperature – in

Temperature
sensor

Always

cabin

Vehicle gateway

Vehicle gateway

Unit:

Kg

/

volume
Ideal
sampling
rate:
Before
driving and after
each stop for
unloading/loading
Unit: W
Ideal
sampling
rate: 1 Hz
Unit: W
Ideal
sampling
rate: 1 Hz
Unit: W
Ideal
sampling
rate: 1 Hz
Unit: on/off
Ideal
sampling
rate: 0.1 Hz
Unit: Angle (+/-,
up/down)
Ideal
sampling
rate: 1 Hz
Unit:
Degrees
Centigrade
Ideal
sampling
rate: 0.1 Hz
Unit: %
Ideal
sampling
rate: 1 Hz
Unit:
Degrees
Centigrade
Ideal
sampling
rate: 0.1 Hz

5.1.2 Data from transport management system / on board telematics
This data can be derived from the vehicle data, but in case it is available from other
systems, this is of additional benefit. This data should be collected per day,
including (if not available from vehicle):
• Number of kilometres
• Number of trips
• Time per trip (driving / waiting / loading at DC/store / idle, etc.)
• Number of stops
• (Average) speed
4
• (Average) load
• Maintenance time
5.1.3 Data from charging infrastructure
The various charging posts used regularly by the vehicles in each demonstrator
area should be identified and defined w.r.t. location, type, ownership, availability
etc.
4

Measured in available data, could be kilograms, colli, pallets, boxes, or even based on the
number of stops
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The table below identifies the parameters which need to be collected for the
charging infrastructure. The parameter list is derived based on the assessment
questions in chapter 3 and it includes parameters to evaluate performance,
efficiency, cost, systemic and environmental impacts. This implies that if no
charging infrastructure is installed, these parameters do not have to be collected.
For these operators or demonstrators that do not have special charging
infrastructure installed, points 3, 4, 5 and 6 are interesting to monitor in another way
(could be via the vehicle, see section 5.1.1, or by adding a monitoring device during
charging).
These parameters should be monitored for the identified charging posts:
Parameter
1. Charging post ID

Source
Service provider

When
During
Charging

2. Charging post
location

Service provider

During
Charging

3. Time – charging
start

Service provider

During
Charging

4. Time – charging
end

Service provider

During
Charging

5. Total energy
charged

Service provider

During
Charging

6. Malfunctions

Service provider

Always

7. Maintenance

Service provider

Always

8. Cost of installation
of new charging
posts

Service provider

When it’s
been installed

9. Local Grid
monitoring data
(where charging
stations locate)

Grid operator

Always

Units/sampling rate
Unit: Unique Number
Ideal sampling rate:
once per charge
Unit: Coordinates
Ideal sampling rate:
once per charge
Unit: timestamp
Ideal sampling rate:
once per charge
Unit: timestamp
Ideal sampling rate:
once per charge
Unit: W
Ideal sampling rate: at
end of charging
session
Including causes,
duration, damage and
cost
Detailed records of
type of maintenance,
frequency, duration,
and cost, request
every 3 months
Detailed cost
breakdown for each
new charging post.
Unit: including load,
voltage and frequency
Ideal sampling rate:
hourly, request every 3
months

These parameters may be monitored for some identified charging posts at some
sites:
Parameter

Source

When

Units/sampling rate
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10. EV ID

Service provider

During
Charging

11. Power rate from
the post

Service provider

During
Charging

12. Charging Voltage

Service provider

During
Charging

13. Charging post
occupancy

Service provider

Always

14. Fuel mix for
electricity
generation

Electricity
provider

Always

15. Tariff

Service provider

During
Charging

16. Price paid

Service provider

During
Charging

Unit: unique EV ID
number
Ideal sampling rate:
once per charge
Unit: amps
Ideal sampling rate: 1
Hz
Unit: volts
Ideal sampling rate: 1
Hz
For all charging posts
Ideal sampling rate: 1
min
Unit: percentage
Ideal sampling rate: 1
Hz
Unit: price/kWh
Ideal sampling rate:
once per charge
Unit: Local currency
Ideal sampling rate:
once per charge or
monthly

Business model analysis
The data for the business model analysis should be collected for a representative
time period (which will be determined in a discussion between research partner and
demonstrator; this can vary from a week to for example a month). These data are
collected at least three times: 1) for the representative period using ICE vehicles, 2)
for the representative period in the first year using EFVs, and 3) for the
representative period in the second half of the demonstration (year 3 or 4).

5.2.1 Data on cost
All costs of EVs are compared to costs of ICE vehicles. We expect to compare the
EFV costs with those costs of ICE vehicles that are replaced by the EFVs in
FREVUE. In case no replacement takes place, and the EFV makes trips that were
not made in a before situation, we have to make estimations on these costs for ICE
vehicles. (This can be together with the partner, and based on input of other
FREVUE partners that have information on the before (ICE vehicles) and after
(EFVs).
Frequency of measurement: during representative period for all categories of
EFVs/electric batteries used, as well as for ICE trucks that are replaced in the
demonstration.
In case if real values are not available estimation of costs is to be used (with a
special notification about it).
Fixed vehicle costs (at purchase, updated in case of changes)
• Vehicle production/retrofit costs
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Vehicle retail price
Annual interest
Insurance costs
5
Life time / depreciation costs for vehicle
Warranty costs
Training costs (training of drivers, maintenance personnel)
Location costs (costs for additional space if required by EFVs, UCC
construction)
Back office costs

Fixed battery costs (at purchase, updated in case of changes)
• Battery production costs
• Battery retail price
• Life time / depreciation costs for battery
Infrastructure costs (once)
• Investments (purchase) costs for charging infrastructure
• Costs of installation of new charging posts (if new installation)
• Training costs for staff (support)
6

Running costs (continuous; all other operating costs, estimated based on 5.2.2)
• Tolls (will depend on routes for tolls saved or not paid)
• Fuel / electricity (public charging access and actual charging; local
electricity tariff, or agreed price between EFV operators with electricity
providers), smart infrastructure
• Taxes
• Drivers costs
• Kilometre costs (average)
• Handling costs (staff in depot)
7
• Extra staff costs
Maintenance costs (continuous)
• Maintenance vehicle
• Maintenance battery
• Maintenance charging infrastructure
Back up/replacement costs
• Vehicle repair costs
• Vehicle replacement costs
Other FREVUE or demonstration related costs (continuous i.e. searching costs for
right vehicle, etc.).
• End of project cost (once)
• Residual/salvage value
• Data collection costs
• Vehicle procurement costs

5
Depreciation period is determined by vehicle user; we use the period FREVUE partners’ use. In
case the investment are written down in one (as project investments, or otherwise), we propose to
use the depreciation period the company normally uses for its ICE vehicles.
6
All costs are compared between EFV and ICE scenario.
7
All extra staff costs for using EFVs compared to business as usual
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5.2.2 Operations and logistics concepts data
Provided by the operator (e.g. through vehicle trip diaries, or logbook, management
or transport management system's output, during operations).
Frequency of measurement: during a representative period (depending on the
fluctuations at the partner this can vary from one week, to one month or even longer
– the representative period will be determined together with the demonstration
partner based on historical data on fluctuations) for all categories of EFVs / electric
batteries used and conventional vehicles replaces by electric vehicles.
For all vehicles (both conventional and electric), for a representative time period
which will be defined in discussion with each individual demonstrator:
What we want
to know

Description/comments

Data units

Vehicles types
used

The type of vehicles used according
to vehicle categories, including any
specific vehicle characteristics.

Vehicle category
matrix

The number of vehicles used per
type

Vehicle category
matrix

The number of vehicle kilometres
per vehicle type

Kilometres

Number of
vehicles (per
type)
Vehicle
kilometres (per
type)
Roundtrips
Roundtrips
characteristics

Volume / stop

Number of roundtrips per vehicle
Origin, destinations

Volume delivered or collected per
stop)

Number
List, addresses or
GPS data
Estimate:
3
kg, m roll containers,
pallets, boxes, etc.
(matching with
volume unity used by
partner)

Start time (at depot, if applicable)
Time of roundtrip and end time (at depot, if applicable) Time period
of roundtrip
Profile of roundtrip is defined as the
Profile roundtrip urban context where the transport
%
operations take place
Deliveries and
pick ups
Volume
Stops
Time of delivery
Driving time
Charging time

Number of deliveries and pickups
Number
made in a given time period
Volume delivered and collected
3
kg, m or number
during roundtrips
Number of stops (can differ from the
number of deliveries and pick-ups, in Number
case of bundling)
Time of delivery is time of the day a
delivery or pick up is made.
Driving time is defined as the
average time a vehicle participates
in traffic per day.
Time vehicle is charged

Time period
Minutes
Minutes
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Loading and unloading time is
Loading and
defined as the average time required
unloading time in
for loading and unloading activities
operations
during roundtrips.
Loading and unloading time is
Loading and
defined as the average time required
unloading time at
for loading and unloading activities
depot
at depot.
Time a vehicle is not used for
Remaining time
driving, charging, loading and
unloading activities.
Load factor is defined as the ratio of
the average load per vehicle when
Load factor
leaving a depot, divided by its
maximum load capacity. The load
can be expressed in either kg or m3.
Vehicle utilization is defined as the
Vehicle utilisation average number of hours a vehicle
is used per day
Handling
A description of the handling
activities
activities.
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Minutes

Minutes

Minutes

%

%
Text

We also need information location of vehicle, do they start from the depot or is the
vehicle located outside the depot at the start of the day. And subsequently where is
the vehicle parked at the end of the day. This is important as this distance between
depot and overnight parking will use of the limited range of the vehicle. Besides, for
vehicles using fast charging, we need to measure what are extra driving distances
to/from charging post are used.
5.2.3 Data on context
Provided by the operator and city authorities in the interview, or as written input
(description). To be provided once and then updated in case things change. Data
on the context is of importance in order to generalize results from one case to other
situations, elements such as the economic situation or the city characteristics might
affect the viability of the business case of the EFV. In order to transfer results to
other situations and come to more general conclusions, contextual factors are of
importance.
Logistics concept
• Description of process (from handling at depot to drops at destination and
return to depot, and activities at depot) for situation conventional vehicles and
electric vehicles.
City
• Geography (temperature, landscape)
• Urban characteristics (size, density, homogeneity, road network)
• Level of congestion
Economy
• General economic situation (growth/not) (over time, update frequent)
• Freight transport volumes
Policy
• Regulation
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What are the national / municipal laws / acts supporting the
implementation of EFVs?
What are the national / municipal laws / acts discouraging non-clean
freight vehicles?
Is there national / municipal strategy for the development of the clean
urban transport?
What policy scheme is set up for regulating urban freight transport
operations?
Is there is a person/department in the municipality responsible for the
facilitation of the EFVs?
Is promotion of EFVs integrated in the local urban transport strategy
development?
Is there is a person/department in the municipality responsible for the
facilitation of the EFVs?
Other relevant regulatory issues

• Enforcement
o How are the national / municipal laws / acts supporting the
implementation of EFVs enforced?
o How are the national / municipal laws / acts discouraging non-clean
freight vehicles enforced?
o What are the enforcement costs?
Logistics settings
8
• Type of service
o Mail: Postal services.
o Parcel: Parcel or packet services no differential is made between
Express parcel services and standard parcel services.
o FTL (ambient): Ambient goods transported with Full Truck Load (FTL)
services.
o FTL (temp ctrl): Temperature controlled goods transported with Full
Truck Load (FTL) services.
o Bulk: Bulk material transport services, currently no differentiation
between bulk liquid or powder/solid materials.
o Groupage/LTL (ambient): Ambient goods transported where
consolidation of freight occurs and Less Than Truckload is used.
o Groupage/LTL (temp ctrl): Temperature controlled goods transported
where consolidation of freight occurs and Less Than Truckload is used.
• Transport motivation
o
What is the main purpose of the vehicle utilization (service, home
delivery, distribution, etc.)?
• Transport conditions
o
E.g. temperature, fragile, etc.
o
Describe any special requirements for the transport of products?
• Service requirements
Describe any existing service requirements (time windows, other)?
8

Classification source is Green Freight Europe
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• Vehicle ownership model
Ownership/leasing model for vehicles
5.3

Surveys
A list of stakeholders has been defined in Section 4.3 and the survey will be
designed for different stakeholder groups to ensure both quantitative and qualitative
insights against the metrics. However, please note that due to the different scale of
deployment in different cities, we are not expecting all these stakeholders to be
surveyed for every demonstrator.
The survey questionnaire will be designed in a way that the questions are answered
based on a number of given options (for example, 5 grades from very satisfied to
very dissatisfied). But the comment box will be provided where necessary so if there
are any comments then they can be collected.
This part sets out the survey category we want to obtain information from and some
general questions are presented as well. Please note this is a rather complete list.
The draft survey questionnaire will be produced based on these categories/areas,
but given the very different natures of logistic operations from each of the
demonstrators, it has been agreed that the WP1 partners will work with cities during
the visits in spring 2014 to see what are relevant to each of the demonstrators and
then finalise survey questions for each city.
The survey categories are summarised in the table below:

ID

Stakeholder Group

Survey type

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Drivers
Fleet/Depot Manager
Freight Operator
Traffic Network Manager
Electrical Grid Manager
Receiver/Customer
General Public

Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Optional
Mandatory
Optional
Optional

Survey Category
Demographic
Efficiency
Availability
Acceptance Operation Comfort
Reliability Safety Benefits Scalability
information
(fuel, delivery) (veh, charing)
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

For each category, a number of survey areas are provided:
Category
Acceptance

Operation

Comfort
Efficiency
(fuel,
delivery)

Sample Survey Areas
1. Experience/acceptance with EFVs
2. Experience/acceptance with UCC/ICT
3. Delivery range/Range anxiety
1. Routing strategy (shortest, fastest, less distraction, etc.)
2. Battery charging during delivery
3. Battery level to consider recharging during delivery
4. Charging restrictions due to grid restrictions
5. Delivery time window
1. Use of air conditioning, radio, etc.
1. Fuel/energy efficiency rating
2. Delivery efficiency change
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(veh,
charging)
Reliability
Safety

Benefits

Scalability
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1. Charging posts availability
2. Availability of EFVs at depot
1. EFVs reliability
2. EFVs maintenance frequency
3. Charging post maintenance and reliability
1. Quite EFVs - experience of impacts to pedestrians /
cyclists
1. Impacts on service quality
2. Impacts on productivity
3. Benefits to the transport network
4. Impacts on local electricity grid
5. Impacts on customer/receiver choice
6. Noise level change
7. Air quality change
1. Impacts on local electricity grid
2. Impacts on operations
3. willingness for more EFV uptake

Demonstrators process monitoring template
The implemented template is partly based on D’Appoliana development for
CELSIUS project as well as on the CIVITAS project evaluation template. This
template shall be filled in with specific information related to the realization phase of
each Demonstrator. Monitoring frequency is: each 6 months.
Part A. Demonstrator description
City name
Project partner
Demonstrator objective
Reporting period

Monitoring session
Project year
Project month
Date
Demonstrator contact details Name
Telephone
E-mail

i.e. SX
□ PY1
□ PY2
i.e. MX
i.e. DD/MM/YYYY

□ PY3

□ PY4
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Part B: Demonstrator project phases and related timelines
Select the project phase(s) fulfilled within reported period indicating expected and actual start and end period.
Expected start
Actual start
Expected end
Actual end
Demonstrator’s project phase
period
period
period
period
Preparation
Implementation
Operation
Per project phase
□ Prepara5on
□ Implementa5on □ Opera5on
Select reported project phase
Brief description of actions undertaken and
project phase status
Delay quantification (if any)
□ < 1 Month
□ 1 -3 Months
□ 3 - 6 Months
□ > 6 Months
Brief description of deviation cause (if any)
Brief description of Deviation’s Impact on the
other project phases
Barriers
What kind of barriers were encountered during
the reporting period? (with the order of
importance)
How these barriers were overcame? If not
overcame, why?
Facilitators
What kind of facilitators of favourable
condtions were encountered during the
reporting period? (with the order of
importance)
How did you they contributed to the
achievement of the project/phase targets?
Data collection
Which data collection templates did you fill in □ Monitoring
□ Data on cost
□ Survey of drivers
during this reporting period?
vehicle data
□ Operations and □ Survey deport
□ Monitoring
logistics concepts manageres
charging
data
□ Survey freight
infrastructure
□ Data on context operators
□ Data from
□ Survey traffic
transport
network operators
management
□ Survey electrical
system
grid managers
□ Survey customers
□ Survey general
public
What are the problems (if any) that you
encountered during the data collection?
Please, specify per concrete data collection
area
Lessons learnt
Please, summarize the most important lessons
learned during the reporting period

5.5

Modelling Systemic Impacts
As discussed previously (see Chapter 4.5), modelling systemic impacts will be
carried out at three steps (levels) depends on the data and model availability. Data
requirements for each of the levels are listed below:
Descriptive statistics
Most of the data required for this analysis has already been included in the
monitoring (chapter 5.1). However, the following data requirements are specific to
descriptive statistics:
a) a “before” scenario (to be collected from logistic operators):
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The term “before” means the deliveries using conventional trucks (ICE
trucks) before the introduction of EFVs. By using comparative analysis, the
benefits/disbenefits of EFVs can be assessed.
The data below are necessary to have from the “before” scenario:
Parameter

Source

When

Sampling Rate

1. Timestamp

From GPS
device
GPS data

GPS is on

Same as GPS

During
delivery
Before
delivery

1 Hz

After delivery

Unit: liter per 100km

2. Vehicle
Position
3. Vehicle
absolute payload
capacity

4. Fuel efficiency

User Input

User Input

Can be listed as
data header. For
each set of GPS
data we need
payload capacity

The table below lists the data categories which are nice to have:

b)

Parameter

Source

1. Number of ICE trucks can be potentially replaced by
EFVs
2. Average emissions from running current ICE trucks
(by payload capacity and brand)

User input

3. Emissions from producing current ICE trucks (by
payload capacity and brand)
4. Average noise level from running current ICE trucks
(by payload capacity and brand)
5. Delivery success rate

User input

6. Delivery efficiency

User input

User input

User input
User input

a “after” scenario (to be collected from logistic operators)
The data necessary to have has already been included in the Chapter 5.1
Monitoring part. The data nice to have is shown in the table below:
Parameter

Source

1. The number of EFVs deployed on the project

User input

2. Emission from producing current EFV trucks (by
brand and by payload capacity)
3. Emission of producing batteries

User input
User input
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4. Average noise level from loading/unloading activities

User input

5. Delivery success rate

User input

6. Delivery efficiency

User input

Traffic simulation modelling
Depending on model availability, we want to know from each demonstrator:
Whether a traffic simulation model exists for the area where EFVs operate
If yes, then:
• The type of traffic model (e.g. micro simulation, strategic model, etc.)when it
was calibrated and validated, what is the base year, how many time periods
• What is the modelled area
• Any documentations available e.g. LMVR (local model validation report)
• Vehicle classes – at least there should be a class for LGV/HGV and a class
for cars
• What’s the modelling platform, e.g. Vissim, Paramics, or others?
• Any environmental module, or traffic noise modules available with this
model
• Any forecast year models available? So we will be able to evaluate the
likely impact on future traffic by assuming different uptake of EFV levels.
• Who is the point of contact
• Any potential issues for obtaining the model
If no, then we need (ideally these data should be collected even if a traffic model is
available):
• Traffic flow profiles by vehicle class for 1min (or 5min) intervals on the road
network where EFVs operate – this should be obtained for before and after
scenarios
• Traffic speed profiles by vehicle class for 1min (or 5min) intervals on the
road network where EFVs operate – this should be obtained for before and
after scenarios
• If available, the noise or air quality profiles along the routes if there is any
monitoring stations.
• Traffic network characteristics - the local area where delivery trucks
operate
• Who is the point of contact for accessing these data
The traffic simulation model should at least cover the area where EFVs operate.
It should be noted that above data collection lists are generic. Although most of the
local traffic authorities should already have these kinds of data available, it doesn’t
mean all these data will be collected from each demonstrator. As already
discussed, the descriptive statistics should be done for each city but the modelling
and simulation should be site specific and it is necessary to understand what each
demonstrator has and wants to achieve from this systemic and environmental
analysis.
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Quantify the systemic impacts in monetary terms
To monetise the system impacts, the following information needs to be collected,
although it is really difficult to exhaustively quantify all the impacts:
• Value of time saving for each city
• Statistical value of life
• Valuation of changes in air quality and CO2 emissions
• Valuation of changes in noise pollution
Please note these are not directly observable data. Hence it is important to
understand whether these or similar studies have been carried out for the
demonstrators. There are some studies in London which may cover these areas but
for other demonstrators such information might be difficulty to obtain. The idea is to
only carry out this analysis for one or two selected cities if such data can be
obtained.
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The process of data collection
In the previous chapter the kind of data that needs to be collected for the evaluation
has been described. In this final chapter an overview is given when and by whom
the different kind of data should be collected.
To do this the demonstrator partners have been split into two different categories:
1. The first category consists of the partners that introduce electric freight
vehicles in their city logistics operations, the so called ‘operators’. That are
companies and operational departments of the municipality that use EFVs;
2. The second category consists of the eight municipalities that implement
EFV measures in their city. They do not run EFVs themselves but include
EFVs in their policy.
There are 5 different assessment methods in the FREVUE framework to obtain the
needed data:
• Monitoring;
• Business model analysis;
• Process evaluation;
• Experience surveys;
• Modelling.
As can be seen in Figure 4 below, different parts of the assessment will provide
different information.

Figure 4 Links between objective, methods and data collection

The monitoring will provide a huge amount of data on the actual performance of the
EFVs. The operators, the ones who use the EFVs, should provide these data. The
monitoring will take place continuously and all data should be logged in an
automatic way.
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The business model analysis will need input from operators on their costs and
revenues of running EFVs. To get these input site-visits to the operators will be
planned. Before the visit a list of needed input will be send to the operators to
gather in advance. During the visit an interview will take place to obtain the needed
data. Site visits are foreseen at least twice to every city when in the beginning of the
monitoring in order to assess ICE situation and at the end of the monitoring when
the pilot has run for a certain period.
The process evaluation will provide qualitative data on the story of the measure. To
get a good overview of the whole story these questionnaire forms need to be filled
in twice a year. This means that the questionnaire will be filled in six times in total.
The EFV operators will fill in the questionnaire focusing on the story of running
EFVs in their operations, the municipalities will fill in questionnaire focusing on the
experiences of implementation EFVs measures in their city and policies.
The experience surveys provide insight in the opinion of certain stakeholders. To be
able to see the shifts in opinion before and after data will be needed. This means
one survey on the short term and the same survey nearly before the end of the
pilot.
As discussed in section 5.3, a list of general survey questions for each stakeholder
group will be prepared but the questions will not be finalised until after the site visits
in spring 2014. Hence there will be some site specific questions on the survey
questionnaires. The operators should fill in the survey themselves and let their
drivers of the EFVs fill in their survey. The municipality need to carry out the
surveys for the general public traffic operators and energy suppliers where
applicable.
For the modelling it will be carried out by the WP1 partners. These WP1 partners
will firstly discuss with the demonstrators and understand what type of outcomes
they expect from the systemic and environmental impact analysis, and then the
WP1 partners will try to establish the type of traffic models which are available for
our assessment purpose during the visits in spring 2014. Where applicable, we will
also ask demonstrators to contact local traffic management authorities to
understand what kind of traffic data they have at the moment.
Throughout the project duration the demonstrators will receive regular feedback on
the process of the project (summary of the barriers and success factors
encountered by project partners, lesson learned from the project so far) as well as
on the quality of the data collection process. This feedback will take form of the biannual written note (processed process evaluation forms) send out to the
demonstrators by the responsible research partners.
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Next project steps
The Central Assessment Framework described in this deliverable presents a
general framework that needs to be further adapted for each individual
demonstration partner. The further work on the framework will include the following
steps:

•

The research partners will visit individually each demonstration partner and
discuss the applicability and feasibility of each part of the Central
Assessment Framework proposed. Based on the outcomes of these
meetings, the framework will be adapted to the needs and possibilities of
each of the demonstrators (creating a sub-set of individual frameworks).
The research partners will make sure that at the end, all of the parts of the
Central Assessment Framework are covered by these individual
frameworks and project objectives are met.

•

The research partners (TNO, Sintef, Imperial College) develop a more
detailed description of the information requirements for each of the areas of
the central assessment framework by providing detailed templates and
survey questionnaires that can be used for the data collection. This will help
to assure that all the demonstrators have a common understanding of the
parameters and indicators to be collected.

•

IT partner (ATOS) will develop webtools of the detailed templates and setup a database in which demonstrators can fill in the required data for the
assessment.
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